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BuzzFeed Daily newsletter lets you keep up with the latest daily buzz! Our supplier independently researches, tests and recommends the best products; read more about our review process here. We may receive rewards for purchases made from our selected links. The music industry continues to evolve
to respond to changes in demand for technology and consumers. Sales of music CDs and vinyl discs are falling every year, while music downloading and streaming is becoming increasingly popular. Due to the growing demand for digital music, there are plenty of places to buy music online. Sorting them
can be confusing and time-consuming, so we've done a heavy lifting for you. Lifewire/ Grace Kim Here are the top six music sites for downloading songs. Downloading music for free from infamous sites is not only illegal but also unethical. Support musicians who make the music you love by buying their
art legally. Chesnot/Getty Images Many music fans consider Apple's iTunes to be the main destination of the Internet to buy music online. iTunes offers built-in support for syncing music to iPhone, iPad and other Apple devices. iTunes is more than just an online music service; Other sub-stores offer music
videos, audiobooks, movies, and free podcasts, not to mention all the apps available in the App Store. Apple announced in June 2019 that iTunes has been broken down into separate parts for different uses. Music, podcasts, and TV have their own apps when everything goes to Catalina Mac. The iTunes
Store stays, as does the music people bought in it. Chesnot/Getty Images Amazon Music has become one of the biggest deals to buy music online. With many songs and albums reselling at a very competitive level in the digital music market, Amazon Music is worth a look as an iTunes Store option.
Chesnot/Getty Images Although Spotify is basically a streaming music service, its Offline mode also considers it a music download service. In this mode, download and listen to thousands of songs without an Internet connection. Gone are Napster's days as a file-sharing service (which was closed due to
copyright infringement). Today's Napster offers two personal subscription options: unRadio is $4.99 per month, while a Premier subscription has additional features for $9.99 per month. Napster also has a business music service called Soundmachine, which offers multiple subscription plans. eMusic is a
subscription-based service that offers a library of over 32 million music titles, all from independent artists. The big plus of EMusic is that all songs are DRM-free; You get a certain amount to download and hold each month based on your order level (ranging from $10 to $30). 7digital is a media service that
offers in addition to music tracks audiobooks, audio tracks and a selection of free MP3 downloads. Its digital cabinet stores all purchased pieces safely if you need it reload them. Lyrical searching for songs can be a frustrating experience. There are countless sites available that contain lyrics from many
popular songs. However, sites vary considerably depending on how easy it is to use them, how complete their song database is, and how they focus on current or classic songs. More than 20 popular song lyrics sites were tested, and these are the 9 I recommend as sites to consider when trying to find the
lyrics to my favorite song. Jim Bastardo/The Image Bank/Getty Images Pros: Current artists and songs from the site's most popular lists Excellent coverage of current hits and good coverage of classic songs Very clean screen page of selected song lyrics Cons: Using Google for search can be a little
confusing at first Incomplete search results sometimes require 2 steps to get to the lyrics Rating (out of 100): out of 100): 100 steps: 2 steps 82 Pros: Best coverage of any lyrics site's current hits Star ratings of lyrics and data on the number of times searched are interesting Results can be organized by
album or single song title Cons: Coverage of classic songs is only fair The search for an artist is a clumsy process The site-enhancing php app is prone to random errors Rating (out of 100) : 77 Pros: Clean, very easy and fast search system Strong coverage of current hits Segments of lyrics in search
results help identify a song before clicking to go to the song page Cons : Very poor performance searching for classic songs Rating (out of 100): 74 Pros: Excellent performance in the search for classic songs Clean interface design Cons: Only fair performance looking for current hits Slow search engine
Rating (out of 100): 67 Pros: Very clean, easy-to-use interface Strong peformance looking for current hits Popularity charts, listing current hits Drawbacks: Very poor performance searching for classic songs Rating (out of 100): 66 Pros: Widespread popularity lists acceptable performance search for both
current and classic songs Cons: The messy top of the page requires scrolling to see the lyrics Sometimes it takes 2 steps to get through the process search results To include lyrics that make it difficult to find the necessary link on The Rating (100) : 58 Pros: Very Quick Search Clean Format Lyrics
Attached to paragraph page Minuses: Fair performance search for both current and classic songs Lyrics appear in your browser's new window Rating (out of 100) : 55 Pros: Strong performance in search of current hits Good list of albums last added to the front page Cons: Ugly Page Design in Database
Search User is Limited Searching by Artist Rating (out of 100): 52 Pure design and easy searching Minuses: Just fair performance looking for current hits and poor performance in the search for classic songs Rating (out of 100): 47 Even if you build the Taj Mahal of Web sites, it won't get visitors if people
can't find it. To list in a search engine, such as Infoseek or Yahoo!, type a fuzz of two sentences that describes the image and take these three steps:1. Go to the WebStep Top 100 site with information and links to all large search engines and databases. This free site will tell you everything you need to
know to find the right places on the list.2. Use Dynamic Submission 2000 to send your URL to almost 600 Search Engines fields at one point. You fill out one form; the program will do the rest for you automatically. Cost: $70. The free trial will send your listing to 10 randomly selected sites.3. To learn more
about Web promotion strategies, download Search Engine Tactics, a free electronic book from your Internet marketing library. It is full of advice on how to push a web site to the top of the search results list. Coordinates: WebStep Top 100, www.mmgco.com/top100.html; Dynamic Submission 2000,
www.datacomms.com; Internet Marketing Library, www.foreverweb.com www.foreverweb.com
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